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ANTHROPOLOGY, DEVELOPMENT AND
PUBLIC POLICY'

Gerald D. Berreman

INTRODUCTION

I want to thank the members of the Central Department of Sociology!
Anthropology, Tribhuvan University, and the United States Educational
Foundation and its Fulbright program for making it possible for me to visit this
fine land and people for half a year. I have done research recurren~y for over 35
years in India. mainly in the topographically similar. and culturally related
Garhwal Himalayas. but this is my first opponunity to spend a significant
amount of time in Nepal.

I have been asked to speak as an anthropologist. about the contributions
anthropologists might make to development efforts in Nepal. I will do so. but wUl
go beyond development. to refer more broadly to our actual and potential
contributions to public policy formation in general (cf. Campbell. Shrestha and
Stone. 1979; Messerschmidt. 1992).

In connection with the Himalayan Film Festival held here in February.
sponsored by Himal magazine. I was quoted in the Kathmandu Post of February
27.1994. as having said in an interview:

"Anthropologists would say most development programmes are
harmful. If anthropologists hear ofa project. the fIrSt thing they would
say is 'don't do it'.... You should have people speak for themselves."
(Khanal. p. 4; cf. Shah. 1994)

Although that quotation requires considerable contextualization for its
impon to be fully understood. I did say something very like that and I do believe
il That is. I believe that many or most anthropologists have come to that
conclusion. and I also believe the conclusion to be justified by the evidence -- it
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cenainly accords with my ownexperience (Berrernan, 1963a:284-293, 311·335;
1963b; 1977: 178-182; 1979a; 1983a; 1989). This is nOl because development is
necessarily bad, but because unfortunately, it usually is bad. Why? Because
development is characteristically planned and implemented by people with
money to spend, agendas to carry out, and the authority -- the power --to do so.
The fatalllaw is that they are not the people whom it is intended to "develop,"
and they often know little about those people, their lives, their needs and their
wants.

I will elaborate this point with the thought that anthropologists, as a result
of their people-oriented perspective and research, are in a position 10 make a
positive contribution 10 the situation, if not 10 remedy it They are, that is, if they
are given tile opportunity. What I have 10 say will apply 10 a significant extent
to sociologists as well, but for simplicity's salce, I will refer explicitly only to
anthropologists.

I think it is important 10 make this last pointclear because Iam affiliated bere
with theCentral DepartmentofSociology/ Anthropology atTribhuvan University.
In addition, I feel qualified 10 make that claim because I obtained my Ph.D. in
a (then) joint department of anthropology and sociology at Cornell University
with sociology as a minor field, and my father was a sociologist, and more
importantly in the presentcontext, my wife Keiko Yamanaka is a sociologist! So,
I can claim 10 be sociologically informed, at least by association. I turn now 10
topic for today.

ANTHROPOLOGY IN NEPAL

A brochure issued in about 1978 by Tribhuvan University's then newly
established DepartmentofSociology / Anthropology (also sometimes called the
Department of Anthropology and Sociology), quoted by Bishnu Bhandari in his
article on "The Past and Future of Sociology in Nepal," published in 1990 in the
Department'sOccasionalPapersinSociologyandAnlhropology(Bhandari,199O)
had this to say:

"The ultimate purpose [of the department] is to provide students
with the theoretical and practical tools that will enable them to assist
in the development of the country as planners, administrators, social
researchers and teachers". (p.15)

Already, then, the relevance of anthropology to development was made
central to the definition of the department
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Bhandari then offered thirteen suggestions as an "Agenda for the Future"
of the Department I will stress four of these here, beginning with his third
suggestion:

"3. Define Research Areas 10 be Covered
.In light of the current situation in Nepal, potential areas [of

research] may include poverty, regional inequality, class formation,
agrarian class, people's participation, social problems, basic needs,
decentralization, women's studies, land tenure systems, population,
environment, prescriptive research, the state, etc" (p. 19)

Here again we see a central concern with JlI3Ctical issues, but litis time
focussing on social and economic issues rather than on "development" as such
-- on felt needsofpeople, rather than (as is mostoften the case with development
programmes) on agendas set from above by government. or from abroad by
foreign or international agencies.

Another of Bhandari's agenda items which most interest me today is his
ninth:

"9. Shift the Focus of Research from the Descriptive 10 the
Prescriptive

... There is a need for explanation and a shift from asking 'what'
and 'how' 10 'why' and 'what must be done.'" (p.19)

This is a principled stance that goes beyond seeking simple facts to
addressing issues.

Yet another agenda item that allracts my auention is Bhandari's tenth:

"10. Strike a Balance between the Quantitative and Qualitative
[in research methods].

Qualitative as well as quantitative information are the two sides
of complete research work. Research in Nepal tends 10 be heavily
biased in one aspect or another. Studies that over emphasize the
quantitative can be interpreted in rnany different ways andconsequently
used to justify almost anything. An over emphasis on quality often is
nOl taken seriously. Work should be balanced between the two ........
(pp.19-20)

Finally, the suggestedagenda item that may beatonce the mostcontroversial
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and Ihe most obviously important is his twelfth:

"12. MaJcjng the Discipline Indigenous
...... Borrowed modes of theory often adulterate the society and

culwre and prevent underslanding our own society and its problems.
Sociology hasa national character in other countries, SO why not here?
[He cites Dar Bahadur Bisla here).

There is a need to develop melhodsand teehniquessuited to local
conditions. To achieve Ihis, teaching and research problems must be
reoriented. Nepali examples should be given in the classroom. The
medium ofinstruction should be in Nepali,and [appropriate] educational
materials need to be made available." (p.20)

It is in Ihe spiritoflhis last suggestion, "Making the Discipline Indigenous,"
lhat I begin my Ialk wilh Bhandari's suggestions. For, as I advocate Ihat
development must be an indigenous process from formulation Ihrough
Implemenlauon,I also believe Ihat Ihedefinition oflhe resources Ihat inform lhat
process - - including Ihe academic resources -- must be indigenous. This does not
preclude horrowing, for all ofcultureand knowledge is largely shared, but it does
mean Ihat such academic horrowj1'g should be indigenously motivated, selected
and implemented. That is, it comes from wilhin, according to indigenous
defintUons of relevance and in response to indigenous circumslances. And,
because most societies (including conspicuously Nepal's), are distinctly plural
(heterogeneous, wilh divergent cultures and interests), there must be panicipation
from Ihroughoutlhe society in defining policies and programs -- by all e1hnic
groups, social classes, castes, genders elC. This, after all, is what democracy is
ahout, to which Ihis nation is now committed.

The well-being oflhose members ofthe society who are the most vulnerable,
the most poverty-stricken, Ihe most despised, the most remote, Ihe fewest in
number is inextricably linked to (and is as important as) Ihat of Ihe most
powerful,lhe most privileged,lhe most honored and Ihe most plentiful. The fate
of Ihe smallest minority is inseparable frorn Ihat of every other segment of the
society. It is absolutely essentiallhat Ihis be recognized and acted upon if Ihis,
or any olher, nation is to survive in Ihe contemporary world. People who are
oppressed or excluded inevilably become angry, resentful people; Ihose who
oppress or shun Ihem Iherefore become vulnerable to their anger and resenunent
-- increasingly so as technology gives resentful people Ihe means to vent their
anger upon Iheir oppressors. That is,lhe products of oppression are visited upon
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!
the oppressors, and as Kardiner and Ovesey concluded nearly fifty years ago in
The Mark of Oppression, Iheir classic (allhough in many ways now ouUlated)
study ofconsequencesof the oppression of Blacks in America, "there is only one
way thalthe products ofoppression can be dissolved. and that is to stop the
oppression" (Kardiner and Ovesey, 1951 :387). This requires, of course, Ihatlhe
social, economic and political systems which are Ihe bases for oppression must
be removed. Thus, social justice is not only a moral imperative, it is a practical
imperative as well, for it is in Ihe vila! personal interest of every individual and
group and of Ihe society as a whole (Berreman, 1980).

'DEVELOPMENT' AS 'PROGRESS': CONCEPT AND PROCESS

Wilh lhat in mind, I will turn to development as a process: The fascination
wilhdeveloprnent blossomed in the self-described "developed nations" of North
America and Europe, following World War II. It was motivated by Ihedesire to
rebuild the devaslation of war, and to build a world market-place for Ihe victors.
The rationale was, ofcourse: "progress," elhnocentrically defined as movement
toward a Western (and in most cases capilalist) way of life.

Critics of Ihis view, aIlhough out numbered, were significant and vocal.
Prominent among Ihem, for example, was Gunder Frank. Basing his analysis
largelyon his work in Latin America, he mainlained Ihat "development" does noi
improve quality of life,first, because it does not respond to Ihe needs of people,
and second, because it magnifies social inequality -- social and economic
disparity -- increasing holh poverty and weallh and therefore Ihe gap hCtween
them, wilhin and between societies (Frank, 1967; 1969).

Based upon Iheir experience in developing societies and in cross-eultural
research, anthropologist have come to include many of the most persistent
skeptics and critics of development projects and of Ihe very concept of
development. This is because anlhropologists tend to study, and Iherefore to be
intimately familiar with,lhose "targeted" by development schemes --Ihose who
are to bedeveloped. That is,lhey corne toknow Ihose whose livesand environments
are to be managed -- often are to be exploited -- for development. To know such
people is to underSland Ihem and to underSland Ihem leads one to empalhize with
them and Iheir problems.

Not only are development and its goals almost always defined, designed
and implemented by outsiders but, as a result, whatever benefits may accrue go
to Ihose same outsiders or Iheir allies among elites of Ihe targeted societies. This
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is not 10 say that development is always intentionally exploitative and selfishly

motivated. nor that its advocates and practitioners are always thoughtlessly

callous. Such plans may actually be believed 10 be beneficial 10 the target

populations. But because they are not generated from within they are not based

on the experience of those 10 be developed (nor even on signif1C3llt familiarity

with that experience). As a result development schemes most often are not

responsive 10 people's cilcumstanees and needs and therefore have most often

proved 10 be inappropriateat best. counlet-productive -- ranging from damaging

10 devastating -- at worst For examples. see Bodley. editor. 1998; anicles in

near!yevery issueofthejournal CulturalSurvival Quanerly; and suchcase studies

as those by Gross, 1971, and by R. Franke, 1977. Both ofthelauer are described

in Koaalc:, 1987a: 340-345; and in 1987b:492-497, in thecontextoftwoexcellent

chapters relevant here: "Anthropology and economic development" (KoaaIc:.

1987a: 332-355; 1987b:484-507). and "Applied anthropology" (Koaalc:.

1987a:356-376; 1987b: 508-528).

Why this dismal record on the pan of even well-meaning. benevolently

motivated development people and agencies? Quite obviously because of the

ethnocentric view by planners and policy malcers of what constitutes

"development." of what constitutes "progress," even of what constitutes a

"standard of living."

The standards -- the criteria -- for development arc those of Westetn

economics, of Western politics, ofWestern technology, ofWestetn stylesoflife.

This is generally true whether the planners and policy malcers are Westetn people

or not-- for those in positions 10become planners and policy malcers. regardless

of nationality or background. arc nearly always those who have been Inlined

according to Western standards, often in Western institutions, and have been

assimilated 10 Western values -- co-opted by what has been teemed "academic

colonialism" (Saberwal, I968.cf. Berreman, I969)or its bureaucratic equivalent

They are, in shon, the expatriates. the educated, the affluent. the elite. and in all

cases, the Westcrnized.

Thus, for example, we have the uniquely Westetn. but almost universally

employed concept of the "Gross National Product" (measured by the monetary

value of commercial production) as a measure of prosperity, of desirable

"development" In fact. we have the broader. butequaIly ethnocentric conceptof

"economic growth" as a measure of economic health -- an endless process of

striving in an ever-increasing spiral ofcompetitiveproduction and consumption.

with a predictable complement of winners and losers (more losers than winners),
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as healthy, desirable, even necessary, rather than a concept ofa stable economy,

fulfilling the needs and wants of the members of a society, as was the case for

more than 99 percentofhurnan existence, and as is the case for most ofthe people

alive in the world today. As if ordinary people will benefit from the kinds of

cilcumstances that define a "growing" economy, or a "healthy" gross national

product As ifanyone but the lucky and ruthless venture capitalists can benefit

from such cilcumstanees. As ifprofits put in at the lOp of the economic pyramid

will "trickle down" 10 the wage laborers, 10 the subsistence farmer. 10 say nothing

ofthegenuinely poor. In short.as ifconsumption and accumulation were measures

of well-being.

Oneofthe most clear!yand passionatelystateddiscussions ofthe implications

of these phenomena is 10 be found in an essay by Ivan lIIich, aimed at an

American audience but entitled (with intentional irony) as if it were directed to

those of developing nations. "Outwiuing the 'Developed' Countries" (lIIich,

1969). He writes from a position very similar to my own, stating ncar the end of

his essay that

"There is a normal course for those who malce development

policies. whether they live in Nonh or South America, in Russia or

Israel. It is 10 define development and to set its goals in ways with

which they are familiar. which they are accustomed to use in order to

satisfy their own needs, and which permit them to work through the

institutions over which they have power or control. This formula has

failed. and must fail. There is not enough money in the world for

development 10 succeed along these lines, not even in the combined

arms and space budgets of the super-powers" (p. 24).

He begins the essay by describing the self-defeating limitations 10 the

imagination of developers in the context of the "developed" world from which

they come:

"So persuasive is the power of the institutions we have created

that they shape nOl only our preferences, but actually our sense of

possibilities. We have forgotten how to speak about modern

transponation lIlat docs not rely on automobiles and airplanes. Our

conceptions of modern health care emphasize our ability to prolong

the lives of the desperately ill. We have become unable to think of

bettereducation except in terms of more complex schools and teachers

trained for ever longer periodS. Huge institutions producing costly
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services dominate the horiwns of our inventiveness.

"We have embodied our world view into our institutions and are
now their prisoners. Factories, news media, hospitals, governments,
and schools produce goods and services packaged to conlain our view
of the world. We -- the rich -- conceive of progress as the expansion
of these establishments .

"In less than a hundred years industrial society has molded patent
solutions to hasic human needs and converted us to the belief that
man's needs were shaped by the Creator as demands for the products
we have invented" (p. 20).

Further along in his argument he continues:

"[The] concrete consequences ofunderdevelopment are rampant;
but underdevelopmenl is also a state of mind, and understanding it as
a state of mind, or as a form of consciousness, is the critical problem.
Underdevelopment as a state of mind occurs when mass needs are
converted to the demand for new brands of packaged solutions which
are forever beyond the reach of the majority [It is exemplified in]
the translation of thirst into the need for a Coke [and in] the intense
promotion of schooling [which) leads to SO close an identification of
school auendance and education that in everyday language the two
terms are interchangeable. Once the imagination ofan entirepopulation
has been ... indoctrinated to believe thal school has a monopoly on
formal education, then the illiterate can be taxed to provide free high
school and university education for the children of the rich" (pp. 21
22).

He concludes with his recommendations:

"Defining alternatives to the products and institutions which now
pre-empt the field [of 'development') is difficul~ nOl only because
these products and institutions shape our conception of realily itself,
bUl also because the construction of new possibilities requires [an
extraordinary] concentration of will and intelligence ... [on what] we
have become accuslomed over the IaSl century to call research." (p.23)

He hastens 10 make clear that he is not referring 10 basic research,

10

although it has its place and its value, nor is he writing "of the billions
of dollars annually spent on applied research [thai is] largely spent by
existing instihltions on the perfection and marketing of their own
products" (p. 23). Rather:

"I am calling for research on alternatives to the products which
now dominate the market.

"..... This counter-research on fundamental alternalives to
prepackaged solutions is the element most critically needed if the poor
nations are to have a liveable fUlure .... [Il must be realistic, taking] as
one of its assumptions the continued lack ofcapital in the Third World.

"The difficulties of such research are obvious. The researcher
must flISt of all doubt what is obvious to every eye. Second, he must
persuade [or pressure] those who have the power of decision to act
against their own short·run interests .... And, finally, he must survive
as an individual in a world he is altempting to change fundamentally
so that his fellows among the privileged minority see him as a
destroyer of the very ground on which all of us stand" (pp. 23-24).

That is the formidable, visionary task to which IIIich devoted his life -- a task
he considered essential if human kind are 10 survive with lives worth living. I
urge anyone involved in development, interested in or concerned about the
process, 10 read that essay.

Returning to my own rermarks, I would say, in sum, that "progress" as it is
usually conceived relies upon bigness and complexity of ever increasing
proportions; it relies on political centralization, bureaucracy, social hierarchy,
specialization of labor combined with heavy reliance on capital intensive, high
energy technology; on market economies artificially creating "needs" and the
dependency they generate through massive use of advcrtising (Bodley, 1967:
esp. 180-186, 214·217; Bodley, 1990: esp. 94-151; cf. Berreman, 1981a;
Berreman,ed., 1981 b). It is expressed in rampant lechnological proliferation and
sophistication, in increasingly reckless resource exploitation and foolhardy
international advenhlrism. It has brought about an ever widening gap between
the rich and poor nations of the world, and belween the rich and poor cilizens of
virtually every nalion in the world including the United States of America.
Economists report an increase in the wealth of the moslafnuentone-third 10 one
fifth of the populations of most of the world's nalions since World War II, and
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an increase in the impoverishment of the least afnuent one-Ibird 10 one-fulb of
the populations of those nations.

Is it any wonder that some wit in America has asked. "Why is our national
product so gross?" and another. "if we're so rich, why aren't we srnan?"

To return 10 Soolb Asia, anlhropologist and public he<lllb professor John
Ratcliffe has argued persuasively to explain why Kerala, Ibe poorest Slate in
India by every "economic indicator," has Ibe highest standard of living in India
by every "quality oClife indicator:" i.e., infant survival, life expectancy, lite~y
(especially female literacy), education, low reproductivity (i.e., small family
size), nutrition, etc. The reason is primarily lhat ilS resources are by far Ibe most
equally shared Ibroughoutlbe population when compared to any other Indian
Slate. That is, Ibey have Ibe fewest rich people and Ibe fewest poor people; Ibey
have the lowest average income, but Ibey have conspicuously the smallest
disparity between Ibose who are most and least amuent (Ratcliffe, 1978; d,
Franke and Chasin, c 1989; 1992). Put another way, Ibey have Ibe poorest nch
people; the richest poor people.

For similar reasons, as is now widely recognized and amply demonSlrated
by the experience and research of such organizations as Food First, in such
publications as their book Needless Hunger,lbere is sufficientfood for everyone
even in famine-prone Bangladesh. It is Ibe grossly unequal distnbuuon of food
(including wilhholding of food for higher prices and export of food for profit,
even in famine years) Ibat is Ibe prohlem (Hanmann and Boyce, 1982; cf.

Hanmann and Boyce, 1983).

In a related finding, anlhropologislS Laura Nader and Stephen Beckerman
have concluded in an article entitled "Energy as it Relates 10 Ibe Quality and Style
of Life," Ibat/here is no rela/ionship between energy consumption (which is
what Gross National Product largely is) and quality of life -- except, of course,
for those who sell it (Nader and Beckerman 1978).

ANTHROPOLOGY AS APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE

The great sociologist C. Wright Mills has said lhatthe role oflbe
social scientist, as of any person of knowledge, is 10 mainlain "an
adequate definition of reality." He terms Ibis, "the politics of trulb:"

".... The main tenet oC[which] is to fmd out as much oflbe trulb
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as he can, and to tell it to the right people, at the right time, and in the
right way. Or Slated negatively; 10 deny publicly what he knows to be
false whenever it appears in Ibe assertions of no mallei whom" (Mills,
1955).

He elaboralCS on tltis point in The SocwlogicallmagiNJlion, noting
lhat

"In a world of widely communicated nonsense, any slatement of
fact is of moral and political significance. All social scientislS, by Ibe
fact of their existence, are involved in tile s!ruggle between
enlightcnmcnt and obscurantism. In a world such as ours. to practice
social science is. first of all. 10 practice the politics of truth" (Mills,
1959: 178).

What Mills had to say in this rcgard -- and it was a very great deal -- is
applicable to all socially responsible social scientislS, and in fact toall "knowledge
workers," as he sometimes called thosc who dcal in a major way with ideas, be
they journal isIS. philosophers, creativc writcrs, ICachers, researchers or olbers.
Therefore in his description, he has included sociologislS and anthropologislS, by
defnition as well as explicitly, as knowledge workers. And surely, the politics of
truth is -- or ought 10 be -- the politics of anthropologislS. whatever their
orientation or specialization. Here, however, will focus on those who are
involved in the application of anthropological knowledge, mcthods and insighlS
to practical affairs: in short,lbose who may be teooed, "applied anthropologislS."

It is from the perspectivc embodied in Mills' writing lhat I conceive of
"applied anthropology," which I view as my discipline's role in public policy
foooation. It is specifically with referencc to that branch of policy making and
implcmenLation called "development," that I am speaking here. In fact, there is
now a sub-field of anthropology, in Amcrica at least, designated: "Development
Anthi'opology."

My own definition of applied anthropology is that it is the application to
practical affairs -- panicularly to social change -- of insighlS derived from the
comparative. wholistic, contextual study of human beings. It deals with the
systems of meanings through which people understand and organi?'e themsclves
and thcirexperience in relation to their lOla! environment, human and supernatural
as well as physical. In shon, it deals with both material conditions and social
constructions of reality, and the human consequences of both.
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My view of the relationshipofanthropology IOdevelopment, or lOanyother
policy issue, therefore, is 10employ what we know or can learn through ethically,
as well as scientifically, sound research methods, about the beliefs, values,
practices, institutions, andany other learned, shared and lJ1lJlSmiued characteristics
-- i.e. cultural characteristics -- of the members of a social entity, in order 10
anticipate and respond to social change and its consequences, in a manner that
is in the interests ofthase people. TIle italicized terms in the foregoing sentence
are the topic of a recent article, "Ethics versus 'Realism' in Anthropology"
(Berreman, 1991).

As 1see it there are at least two major kinds ofways in which anthropological
knowledge is actually applied. (I) That by those who might be described as
"human engineers," among whom I would distinguish two sub·varieties: (a)
"practicing anthropologists" and, (b) "public interest anthropologists." (2) That
by those who might be described as "academic (or, ivory lOwer) applied
anthropologists" (cf. Berreman, 1991).

I will elaborate briefly on these very casually defined categories:

(I) "Human engineers" -- Theseanthropologistsmakethemselvesavailable
as technical advisers 10 plan, and facilitate accomplishment of the goals of
governments, corporations, political panies, NGOs (non-governmental
organizations), or other institutions, groups or persons intent on managing and!
or helping people. In shon, they stand ready to help people manage other people
in order to get the latter to do what the former want them to do: e.g., 10 acquiesce
in government programs, to buy products, to suppon policies, candidates, parties
or regimes, to become vaccinated, stop smoking, join the army or the Peace
Corps, fly United, drink Pepsi Cola, practice safe sex, recycle paper, combat
sexism, supponhuman rights, free the Palestine, return lands to Native Americans,
elc.

Among human engineers Idistinguish two subsets: (a) the first, whom I call
"vested interest anthropologists" (although they choose to call themselves
"practicing anthropologists"), comprises those who choose to sell their skill and
knowledge in the marketplace. (b) The second, "public interestanthropologists,"
are those who opt to work for public interest groups .. some call themselves
"advocacy anthropologists," to emphasize their commiunent to working as
socially responsible advocates of such groups or causes. I hasten to explain that
these obviously value-laden categories and their characterizations, reflect my
own biased evaluations and the distinction, while intuitively valid, at best
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describes "cenualtendencies," rathr than discrete characteristics. Nevenheless,
it is the case thaI some applied anthropologists practice their profession (often
with substantial incomes) as professional consultants, either free-lance or in the
employ of profit·making corporations or agencies, while others work for public
interest groups or NGOs (often living on a shoestring). II is this conlIaSt that 1am
making here. Those in the former category predominate among "practicing
anthropOlogists," (there is a professional organization with this title in the United
States, a subsidiary of the Society for Applied Anthropology).

There is as yet no professional organization for public interest or advocacy
anthropologists, al though there are a number ofspecific organizations comprising
people so motivated: The International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs
(IWGlA) of Copenhagen, Cullural Survival Inc. of Cambridge, Massachusetts,
various regional, national and ethnic "Information Groups," and the late,
lamented Anthropology Resource Center of Boston (whose founder and driving
force, Shellon Davis, IOgether with his colleague Roben Matthews, coined the
term "public interest anthropology" [Davis and Matthews, 1979]), are among
those which come to mind as examples.

A few anthropologists have worked in the employ of indigenous or minority
peoples, either for particular groups such as an American Indian nation or tribe.
By way of examples I will mention two such people whom 1 happen 10 have
known personally. One, from many years ago, is Hiroto Zakoji, then recently of
the University of Oregon, who was employed by the Klamath Indian tribe of
Oregon, to help them deal with the problems auending termination of their
reservation status. A recent example is Triloki Pandey of the University of
California, Santa C""" one of the foremost contemporary anthropological
authorities on the Zuni of the American southwes~ who served for several years
recently as a consulLantto the Zuni in their land claims case involving the Hopi
and the U.S. Government, and whose work was lauded by each of the litigating
panies. For funher examples see: Roben Paine's edited volume, Advocacy and
Anthropology (1985), especially Maybury-Lewis's essay therein, "A Special
Son of Pleading: Anthropology at the Service of Ethnic Groups" (1985), and
John Bodley's edited volume, Tribal Peoples andDevelopment Issues : A Global
Overview (1988) in which, incidentally, Maybury-Lewis's essay is reprinted.

Some of those who work most dircctly for emancipation of indigenous and
minority ethnic groups have come to refer to their activities as "Liberation
Anthropology"·- a felicitous term I flfst heard from Gerrit Huizer, deriving from
the "Liberation Theology" of human rights activist Catholic clergy in Latin
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America (see: Huizer, 1979). Many of these appear or are cited in the pages of
Bodley's volume cited in the preceding paragraph.

(2) "Traditional academic or 'ivory lOwer' applied anthropologists" •• This
second major category within applied anthropology is more frequently
encountered in teaching and research than in direct application, hence its
description by its detractors, as "ivory lOwer." It tends 10 focus on general
principles of the application of anthropological insights 10 human problems,
employing specifIC cases 10 discover and illustrate these principles. This focus
is associated with a suong tendency 10 do research (in order 10 discover such
principles), and 10 teach (in order 10 train others 10 be able 10 apply those
principles in practice). This kind ofapplied anlhropology, therefore deals more
wilh knowledge lhan with practice, but not simply knowledge for its own sakC.
Rather, its advocates would say that it is in the Enlightenment tradition of
knowledge pursued and Iaught for lhe enhancement of lhe quality of human life
in a very direct and practical way (cf. Berreman, 1968b).

Anlhropologists, whether traditional or applied, whelher "practicing" or
"ivory lOwer", whelher working in lhe public interestor in lhe vested interest, all
generally believe that their discipline has somelhing unique 10 offer among the
applied social sciences because its distinctive philosophy and methods of
research give lhem an understanding of a people's ways of life .. at once
experirnential, wholistic and contexbJa1- that is obtainable in no 0Iher way. At
their best, anlhropologists do their research by putting themselves inoo the
circumSlances of the lives of those lhey seek 10 undersl3nd,lhrough the method
of participant-observation-- that is, by sharing wilh people, in so far as possible,
their daily lives for extended periods of time. The undersl3nding comes about
through the empalhy lhat results from intensive participation and observation.
Thus meaning and its contextual variations are learned 10 an extent unlikely in
any olher way shon of membership in lhe group .. and in ways not unlike those
ways in which anyone is socialized into an unfamiliar group. In lhis manner we
anlhropologists seek to learn lhe culture in a way not woolly unlike the
socialization of an insider. The ultimate accomplishment, it is sometimes said,
is nOl when the researcher no longer makes misl3kes, but when the mistakes
made are of lhe son lhat people wilhin the society occasionally make. In shoo,
we seek to derive an underslanding of lhe world of the people we study that is
consistent wilh their own underslanding .. a definition of reality that is adequate
10 lheir experience.

In lhis way, applied anthropologists hope to beable IOprovidecommunication
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links between people at the grass roots in lheir daily lives, on lhe one hand, and
on the other hand those .. such as developers and policy makers .. whose
decisions and actions are likely 10 fatefully affect lheir lives. That is, we seek 10
apply what we learn 10 helping enable people in these two interdependent human
roles 10 make significant conlact in order that they may have a basis for
understanding one another, in the hope that they will be able 10 reach a creative
orat least viableconsensuson how they may interact most productively. Without
the kind of understanding we seek, without the input we hope 10 make in policy
fonnation, there is bound to be the lcind of frustration, connict and failure that
so often characterizes development effons worldwide -- effons which, in fact,
have given the very tenn "development" the lcind of negativeconnolation in most
social science quarters that is so vividly exemplified by the writings of Gunder
Frank and Ivan lIIich, cited above.

In their brilliant book, Villagers, Foresls and Foresters, comprising a case
study ofcommunity forestry in Nepal, D.A. Gilmour and R.J. Fisher (1991; See
also, Ives and Messerli, 1989» make the point strongly that conflict between
forest administrators and forest users is inimical to resource management;
observing that while conflict cannot be altogether avoided, ..... a high degree of
consensus is probably necessary for effective common propeny management"
(p. 48). The imp<>nance of lhis modest slatement cannO! be overestimated in its
relevance 10 development,lO policy malcing at any level, any more than it can to
forest resource management Consensus building, like its companion process,
compromise, requires mubJa1 respect and understanding, which in lum require
common knowledge and shared definitions of the situation at hand. It is to these
processes that anthropologiSlS have the most 10 offer .. I venture to claim in fact
that we have somelhing uniQUI! 10 offer .. as a result of our intimate, in-<leplh
elhnographic knowledge and understanding. Our undcrslanding auempts 10 go
beyond lhe goals ofa project and lhe fears or reservations of a user group, to lhe
long range and direct consequences lhat can be anticipated but arc likely to be
overlooked or unrecognized by either or both parties to the project. This, 100,
requires elhnographic undersl3flding. Technical expertise alone is simply nO!
enough and may in fact be deceptive in obscuring lhe most imp<>nant issues of
all .. the human problems.

Ibelieve that a major reason why Gilmourand Fisher's book comprises such
an irnponant contribution _. combining as iL does, lhcory and method with a
detailed empirical case study of community forestry in two districts of Nepal 
• is that its authors combine Gilmour's bio-technical expenise as forcoter, and
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Fisher's socio-cultural expeniseasanthropologist. while the two obviously share
experience, knowledge, values and mutual respect. resulting inacrucial consensus
of their own.

"SUCCESSFUL" DEVELOPMENT: OBSTACLES
AND STRATEGIES

In view of what I have said thus far, where are we in. our consideration of
development. public policy and anthropology?

Development is by definition a value judgement: an assertion about what
is good, desirable, efficient and perhaps inevitable. Its dilemma is that one
person's -- or group's -- progress may be another's regress or devastation. One
man's gain is likely to be another man's loss, and is even more likely to beanother
womans loss.

If development is to be in the public interest, it must be accountable to the
public. That means the entire public including people ofall ethnic groups, castes,
classes, genders, occupations, religions, languages, etc. Presumably that is what
democracy. to which this nation is now commitlCd. is alx>ut This means it must
be planned in consultation with the people who constitute the society, and
beyond that, in pannership with them, and even beyond that, in response to them
and to their concerns. This is the fundamental dilemma ofdevelopment, because
every complex society is made up not only of diverse groups but of diverse
inuresl groups. In South Asia thisdiJcmma takes theespecially vivid form of the
caste system, analogous to the system of racial discrimination in America.

Acastc system is a system ofsocial, economic and political hierarchy made
up of groups each with distinct cultures, traditions and histories -- and therefore
definable as ethnic groups -- but which differ from other ethnic groupings by
being based entirely on birth, i.e., on shared ancestry. As anthropologists put it,
caste membership is "binh-ascribed."2

Because a caste system comprises a hierarchy of power and privilege -- of
vulnerability and deprivation -- as well as of symbolic values, it entails a
hierarchy ofconnicting interests; what is in the interest ofone or some castes is
likely to be against the interest ofother(s). These are nOl trivial mauers, and often
in fact are mattersoflivelihood, or indeedoflife itself.Therefore, any development
program is cenain to exacerbate intercaste conflicts and to be undermined
thereby, for it will be perceived to be beneficial to (and/or controlled or
influenced by) one or more castes at the expense of others. Because this is an
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intrinsic feature of the easte system, and because that system is virtually
universal among the dominant sectors of South Asian societies, it constitutes a
uue and tragic dilemma.

Those involved in development or self-help projects will not improve their
chances ofsuccess by ignoring this dilemma The best they can do is to facilitate
reasoned discourse among the interest groups -- the castes -- in order to develop
an adequate working consensus. This can be attempted through appeals 10

relevant legal and ideological doctrines which counter competitive,
confrontational casteism. Such doctrines can often be found in the religious and
ethical traditions ofeven the most caste-bound or racist of societies and may be
invoked even when deeply buried, widely ignored or contradicted. In this way,
common values and interests may be discovered which can form the bases for
compromise, cooperation, connict resolution and eventual consensus building
-- even mutual empathy -- based on the lowest common deroominator of shared
interests of the larger community.

Most development projects retreat into supporting caste-specific projects
which do notallect members of competing interest groups -- usually supporting
projects which benefit the "dominantcaste(s)," i.e., thosceconomically, politically
and socially most advantaged (Srinivas, 1959; cf. Berrcman, I963a: 205-209).
The rationale may be some hazy version of "trickle down economics," or a more
pragmatic decision to work with those most able to participate in development
and least likely tobechallenged by others -- which is adecision tohelp those who
least need it but are most likely to produce "results." These convoluted,
devastating, intractable and pervasive consequences of the caste system are, and
will long remain, the Achilles heel of concerted, democratic community action
in South Asia, for they minimize (if they do not wholly preclude) the possibility
of a supportive consensus, and therefore suecess for such action.

A close second in the list of daunting obstacles to effective development
programs -- less daunting, perhaps, in the Himalayas than in the adjacent
nonhem Indian and Nepalese plains and terai -- is gender discrimination.
HieralChy based on gender works quite differently than that based on caste,
however, because both gendersare represented in every community, every caste,
every family with the common socialization and cross-cuuing common interests
that fact implies. As a result. gender presents different -- and I would venture to
say, less ominous -- challenges to development than docs caste. I cannot go
further into this important issue here, but I have done so elsewhere (Berreman,
1989; 1992).
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[n any case. development projects routinely fail for want of public support.
[n addition 10 failure 10 achieve consensus (as described above) that failure
usual Iy results from the fact that people have not been convinced of the relevance
of the projects 10 their lives and concerns. 11ley more often !han not see them
simply as inslaJlCeS of familiar and resented bureaucl1ltic inlruSions on their
aulOnomy and impositions on their time and energy - useless at best (as in the
case of a program to teach improved fanning methods. including the totally
inappropriate Japanese method of rice cultivation. 10 the Garhwali subsistence
fanners of the Indian Himalayas among whom [ have done research [alluded t
in Berreman. 1963a:289; cf. Berreman. 1963b). and devastatingly damaging at
worst (as in the case ofconstruetion ofthe huge TeI.ri Dam in Garhwal. perceived
[accurately] by the rura1 Garhwali people. many of whom it will displace. as
destructive. dangerous and useless 10 them [Tiwari. 1997)).

For any chance of success. people's panicipation in the development
process must be secured at every stepofthe way: in deciding wbetherdevelopment
is needed and wanted. and if so what kind of development it should be. i.e.• what
needs or wants are to be me~ in planning how they shall bem~ in implementing
the process of meeting them; in assessing the results; in revision of the program
in view of assessments of its results. ele. If people withdraw their support of a
program so instituted. it need not be summarily dropped. but their support must
be won if the project is 10 be implemented or continued. This cannot be
accomplished through bureaucratic bullying. butonly through reasoned argument
supported by evidence. accompanied by a willingness 10 listen 10 learn. 10
compromise or back down as people's responses dictate. The veto power of the
people should be assured and honored. In short, respect for the wisdom and
experience of those potentially involved planned change is essential 10 its
success.

Rural people maybe unlettered. they may even be uniformed or misinformed
on an issue. but they are not ignorant or inexperienced. certainly not with
reference to their own environment, livelihood and way of life. They have
acquired their knowledge and skills over many generations. and have developed
sophisticated methods for managing their environmem and social relations (for
many examples see Tamang. Gill and Thapa.eds. 1993.and for an excellent brief
statement therein on implications for policy making. see Gill's essay therein
(Gill. 1993; cr. Chhelri. 1994; Fisher. 1989; Gilmour. 1990). 11leir knowledge
is more grounded. tested and relevant !han that of planners. politicians.
adminisllators -- or anthropologists. Like anyone else. they have 10 beconvineed
of the "alue of a projector project in order to support it. In order 10 be convinced.
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they must be laken fully inlO the confidence of policy makers and implementers
and fully inlO the policy making and implementing process including being
given decision-making power. These are requirements unfamiliar and often
unpalatable 10 bureaucrats and expens. but they have 10 be learned and practiced
if planning and development are 10 be appropriate. accepted and effective.

In addition. those who do the planning. implementing and administering
must be held accountable to the "user group" --- that is. to thc people whom they
serve and who employ them or at least makc their employmcnt possible. The
"developers" must learn 10 define themselves as public servants and act
accordingly. rather !han as authority figures or bureaucratic superiors. Those for
whom they plan are not to be seen as larget populations but as clients to be served
through close and continuous consultation.

As most of us have learned by now, development policy cannot be
successfully imposed from above (e.g., from government). nor from outside
(e.g.• from such funding sources such as the World Bank, the [nternational
Monetary Fund. the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID). or the
big international foundations). 11le notion that those who pay the piper are
entitled 10call the tune. is now simply inapplicable. irrelevant and in fact counter
productive to development-- or for any issue of public policy. Development
funds allocated conditionally are clearly coercive -- they control development.
they buy people. their lives and their resources. I believe they should be rejected.
from whatever source they may come and however attractive they may be.
however benevolently they may seem to be offered. If money is to be given. it
should be given freely. with no strings attached. in trust and with confidence that
people are best able to define their own needs. This would no doubt seem
quizzical and even frightening 10 donors. but they need not worry; people at the
grass roots could hardly do worse than US-AID. the World Bank. and others too
numerous and some too sensitive to mention. have done. In fact. the most
effective kind of development may be that which does not entail the bestowal of
money at all. Those promoting development might best limit themselves to the
role of facilitators. advisors available to those who may seek their help. to the
extent and for the purposeS that they the seekers define. They could help people
figure out how to accomplish what they want and nced' including how to secure
their own financing. Irwould be worth a try, certainly so if sustainability of
development is an issue--as it must always be. because outside funding is
uncertain and ephemeral. I have been told of at least one repon.edly successful
such project, initiated by the United Mission to Nepal in far western Nepal.
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BUI ID retwn ID !he immediate "realities" of developmenl policy and
practice: we needn'l hold our collective breaths -- money is unlikely ID be offered
withoul strings; projeclS are unlikely ID be widely promoled free of political
pressure and wilhoul money as an inducemeDl and mechanism for change. We
live in a mercantile world in which there truly is no such a thing as a free lunch.
GovernrnenlS wanl!heir supporters, foundations wanl their profilS and tax write
offs, missionaries wanl their converlS. Even the apparently benign Peace Corps
was founded and sus!ained explicilly as a weapon against Communism, to be
employed in those nations where a threat of Communism was believed to exist
-- a threat which, though "real," was deemed weak enough that something as
inexpensive as !he Peace Corps was thought sufficieDl lO sus!ain an anti
Communisl government, and perhaps lO serve as well as a palliative -- and
diversion·- for restless American youth and anti-VielJ1anl waractivislS (Berrernan,
1968a; Windmiller, 1970).

development planning and in public policy-making in general, be it in Nepal or
!he Uniled States or anywhere else.

Too oflen bureaucralS and planners are entrusled with deciding for people
whal will be good for them -- often for people a most wholly unknown ID lhose
making the decisions. Policies can be effeclively formulaled only in lermS of
what people themselves waDl and need in the eontexl of the lOIa1 circumSlances
of !heir lives. Developers should limit themselves to the role of technical
advisers.

As I have argued here, I am convinced lhat anthropologislS -- and here I am
thinking primarily of Nepalese anthropologislS, of whom a substaDliaitrained
and experienced cadre has been developing in reccDl years -- are in a position ID
provide the information and underslanding which alonecan make for appropriate
policies and plans for a society as culturally diverse as Nepal-- plans and policies
which can work for the benefit of all.

Adminis!rators should grasp !he opportunity to make use of this potentially
effective, but largely untapped, domestic human resource for bringing inID
reality the great promise democracy holds for this nation and all of ilS people. The
firsl steps are up to the anthropologislS: to demonstrate ID lhose who govern, ID
lhose who provide funds, and lO the socielY al large, the relevance of !he
resources they command lO the problems confronting the people and the nation.

I believe Nepalese anthropologislS have already taken the inilial steps,
exemplified by the work of those I have met and worked with this year. I hope
that what I have said here may in ilS small way, inspire further steps in thaI
direction, and may also alert those in positions of innuence and in !he general
public lO recognize, appreciate and respond to those steps by incorporating these
people and their skills fully iDlO policy making and implementation of the
developmeDl process in Nepal.

CONCLUSION: THE ROLE AND PROMISE OF
ANTHROPOLOGY IN DEVELOPMENT

I have now come full circle in my discussion: I have claimed that
anthropologislS have unique opportunities through their !raining and research
experience, ID undersland peoples, !heir ways of life, !he social and cultural
dynamics of their societies, their definitions of their circumslances, and their
perceptions of how lO improve !heir lives.

Wilh thaI understanding and the informalion which supports iI,
anthropologislS working lOgether with people and their govemmenlS, have the
polentiailO be effective social and cultural interpreters or mediators in pursuil
of a productive consensus on programs and policies initiated by and genuinely
benefitting the people directly affecled and their nations at large, and beyond. As
such, !hey should be able lO be both practically and morally -- and in any case
humanly .. useful as advisor-infonnanlS on mauers social and cultural by
helping ID generate adequate definitions of the realities confronting people, ID
fonnulale positive responses ID those problems, and lO anticipate consequences
and implications of proposed courses of aclOn.

ThaI is, anthropologislS can be expected lO advise, on the basis of sound,
empirically and experieDlially derived knowledge, whal the consequences of
particular policy decisions are likely lO be as they affecl panicular people in
particular circurnslances. This, I think, is what is most surely lacking in
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